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Description:Yoga stretch band is made of TPR. It is soft and durable, you can have a comfortable feeling when use. The stretch band with good
and strong resilience, which will help you shape body better and well coped with yoga training. With large friction, which can anti slip and not
easily to break. It can beautify the human body curve, strengthen muscle lines, and stretch upper body aches parts. For young people and
women, it is a best aid training tool in yoga or pilates.Features:Made of TPR, which is soft and durable, you can have a comfortable feeling
when use.With good and strong resilience, which will help you shape body better and well coped with yoga training.With large friction, which can
anti slip and not easily to break.Can beautify the human body curve, strengthen muscle lines, and stretch upper body aches parts. Best aid
training tool in yoga or pilates for young people and women.Can be used for fitness, rehabilitation, bleeding and so on.Different colors for you
choose, you can choose as your favor.Specifications:Product Name: Yoga Stretch BandMaterial: TPRColor: Purple, Green, Blue, Rose Red
(optional)Length: Approx. 1.5m / 59inchWidth: Approx. 15.3cm / 6inchWeight: Approx. 71~73gPackage Included:1 x Yoga Stretch BandPlease
Note:1. Please allow 1-3cm error due to manual measurement. Thanks for your understanding.2. Monitors are not calibrated same, item color
displayed in photos may be showing slightly different from the real object. Please in kind prevail. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
12,90 €

Discount -4,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerMgaxyff 
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Description and stretch upper body aches partsBest aid training tool in yoga or pilates for young people and women, which can anti slip and not
easily to breakCan beautify the human body curve, strengthen muscle lines 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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